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1: CADE: Conference on Automated Deduction
This volume contains the papers presented at the 19th International Conference on Automated Deduction (CADE) held
28 July-2 August in Miami Beach, Florida, USA.

CADE is the major international forum at which research on all aspects of automated deduction is presented.
Both well-established workshops and newer ones are encouraged. Similarly, proposals for workshops with a
tight focus on a core automated reasoning specialization, as well as those with a broader, more applied focus,
are very welcome. Please provide the following information in your application document: Why is the
workshop relevant for CADE? In the latter case information on previous meetings should be given e. Tutorials
are expected to be half-day events, with a theoretical or applied focus, on a topic of interest for CADE
Proposals should provide the following information: CADE will take care of printing and distributing notes
for tutorials that would like this service. Further system competition proposals are solicited. The goal is to
foster the development of automated reasoning systems in all areas relevant for automated deduction in a
broader sense. Proposals should include the following information: In the latter case information on previous
competitions should be given. Submissions can be made in the categories regular papers and system
descriptions. The page limit in Springer LNCS style is 15 pages for regular papers and 10 pages for system
descriptions. Submissions must be unpublished and not submitted for publication elsewhere. They will be
judged on relevance, originality, significance, correctness, and readability. System descriptions should contain
a link to a working system and will also be judged on usefulness and design. Proofs of theoretical results that
do not fit in the page limit, executables of systems, and input data of experiments should be made available,
via a reference to a website or in an appendix of the paper. Reviewers will be encouraged to consider this
additional material, but submissions must be self-contained within the respective page limit; considering the
additional material should not be necessary to assess the merits of a submission. Formatting instructions and
the LNCS style files can be obtained at http: The award recognizes a paper that the Program Committee
collegially evaluates as the best in terms of originality and significance, having substantial confidence in its
correctness. Overall technical quality, completeness, scholarly accuracy, and readability are also considered.
Characteristics associated with a best paper include, for instance, introduction of a strong new technique or
approach, solution of a long-standing open problem, introduction and solution of an interesting and important
new problem, highly innovative application of known ideas or existing techniques, and presentation of a new
system of outstanding power. Under exceptional circumstances, the Program Committee may give two awards
ex aequo or give no award. At CADE we also intend to award the best student paper details will follow.
2: Automated Deduction Cade 18 | Download eBook PDF/EPUB
The refereed proceedings of the 19th International Conference on Automated Deduction, CADE , held in Miami Beach,
FL, USA in July The 29 revised full papers and 7 system description papers presented together with an invited paper
and 3 abstracts of invited talks were carefully reviewed and selected from 83 submissions.

3: Conference on Automated Deduction (CADE)
This book constitutes the refereed proceedings of the 19th International Conference on Automated Deduction, CADE ,
held in Miami Beach, FL, USA in July

4: Ullrich Hustadt's Papers and Publications
CADE is the major international forum at which research on all aspects of automated deduction is presented. The first
conference was held in Previous CADEs have been mostly biennial, and annual conferences are planned starting in
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5: Equational abstractions â€” University of Illinois at Urbana-Champaign
Read the latest articles of Information and Computation at www.enganchecubano.com, Elsevier's leading platform of
peer-reviewed scholarly literature.

6: CiteSeerX â€” A Principle for Incorporating Axioms into the First-Order Translation of Modal Formulae
CADE is the major international forum at which research on all aspects of half-day events, with a theoretical or applied
focus, on a topic of interest for CADE Proposals should provide the following information: + Tutorial title. + Names and
affiliations of organizers. + Brief description of the.

7: CiteSeerX â€” Equational abstractions
The refereed proceedings of the 19th International Conference on Automated Deduction, CADE , held in Miami Beach,
FL, USA in July The 29 revised full papers and 7 system description papers.
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